
pie rift basin to a marginal basin displaying the characteristics of
the early stages of seafloor spreading (Jeffers, Anderson, and
Lawyer in press).

The scientific party of cruise VIII-86 included J.B. Anderson
(chief scientist), L.R. Bartek, J.D. Jeffers, D.S. Kennedy, and
N.C. Myers, all of Rice University; L.A. Law yer of the Institute
for Geophysics, University of Texas at Austin; and J. Breza of
Florida State University. Participants in cruise IV-87 included
J.A. Austin (chief scientist), J. Dunbar, J. Giltner, and D.S.
Sawyer, all of the Institute of Geophysics, University of Texas at
Austin; and J.D. Jeffers and W. Smyth of Rice University. The
support and enthusiasm of the captains and crews of Polar Duke
and Bruce Carter, Bob Crimmins, John Hutchison, and Vince
Kelly of ITT/ANS contributed immensely to the success of our
scientific efforts. We thank G. Bloom, H.W. Detrich, T. Maran-

da'and P. Penhale for their assistance while they were aboard.
Research was supported by National Science Foundation grant
DPP 85-16908.
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Late Quaternary sedimentation and
glacial history in the Gerlache Strait

region Graham Land, Antarctica

THOMAS W. GRIFFITH*

Department of Geology and Geophysics
Rice University

Houston, Texas 77251

During the austral summers 1982-1983, 1985-1986, and
1986-1987 scientists on board the USCGC Glacier undertook a
study of sedimentation within the Gerlache Strait region. The
data used in this study consist of 76 sediment samples (includ-
ing piston cores and bottom grabs), 70 kilometers of high-
resolution single-channel seismic data, and a videotape record
of approximately 90 percent of the coastline surrounding the
study area. These videotapes were used to outline the glacial
setting of the bays and fjords. While most of the smaller glaciers
are grounded within a few meters of sea level, major valley and
outlet glaciers may be grounded at depths as great as several
hundred meters. A bathymetric chart was also made from avail-
able data (figure). The major goals of the project were to charac-
terize sedimentation within the fjords and bays of the region,
and to shed some light on the area's Late Quaternary glacial
history.

Terrigenous material, in the form of ice-rafted debris, ava-
lanche debris, and fine-grained particles suspended in melt-
water plumes is entering the marine environment against a
background of diatomaceous sedimentation. Unlike other areas
of the antarctic continental shelf, water depth exerts only a
subordinate control over sediment distribution. Most coarse
material is deposited within a few kilometers of the coast, in-
dicating that ice rafting is not occurring today on a large scale.
The volume of fine-grained terrigenous sediment indicates a

* Present address: Union Pacific Resources Company, Houston, li'xas 77002

high degree of meltwater activity, although there is little direct
observation of plumes to support this idea. It has been postu-
lated that terrigenous material entering the water in meltwater
plumes is doing so below sea level, from subglacial sources
(Singer 1987).

The surface sediments and seismic data indicate that there are
major differences in sedimentation on opposite sides of the
Gerlache Strait (Singer 1987). Along the Danco Coast, on the
eastern side of the Gerlache Strait, surface sediments are di-
atomaceous and ponded sediment is uncommon. However, on
the western side of the strait, in the bays and fjords in the
Palmer Archipelago, sediments have a much higher terrigenous
component and appear to be ponding in every available
bathymetric depression. Indeed, in Lapeyrere Bay (northeast
Anvers Island) data indicate that a confined delta is prograding
from the head of the bay.

Differences in the microclimate from side to side of the
Gerlache Strait may account for the observed differences in
sedimentation. A strong precipitation gradient exists in the
region, with the Palmer Archipelago receiving over twice the
precipitation as the Danco Coast. In addition, much more of this
precipitation is in the form of rain, which should be easily
advected to the base of the glaciers through the myriad cre-
vasses that dissect the glacier surfaces. This may help explain
the apparently abundant meltwater there.

Each bay posesses a highly characteristic sedimentary regi-
me, depending on factors such as microclimate, glacial setting,
and subglacial geology. Although it will be possible to syn-
thesize an integrated model of fjord sedimentation for the entire
region, it is important to recognize the individualistic character
of each body of water sampled.

There is copious geomorphic and bathymetric evidence for
the existence of a once-greatly expanded tidewater glacier oc-
cupying the Gerlache Strait, but there is very little record of the
ice's actual retreat to present-day conditions, either on the seis-
mic data or in the sedimentary record. Using the criteria of
Anderson et al. (1980, 1984), only one sediment sample has
been identified as basal till; the remaining samples represent
either compound glacial marine sediments or mass flow deposi-
ts of various types. Seasonal ice cover and the protection af-
forded by land masses effectively limit the distribution of re-
sidual glacial marine sediments in the region. The data imply a
rapid decoupling and retreat of the ice during Holocene warm-
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ing, possibly as a result of a rise in sea level (Thomas and
Bentley 1978). This model is in keeping with our knowledge of
the behavior of tidewater glaciers in general and has been pro-
posed in an analagous form for the whole of the west antarctic
ice sheet (Stuiver et al. 1981).

This research was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 85-16908, and is a part of my Master's thesis research
under John B. Anderson at Rice University. Special thanks is
extended to Dennis S. Cassidy of the Antarctic Research Facility
at Florida State University, and to the captains and crews of the
USCGC Glacier.
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